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Abstract
Picosecond acoustic interferometry is used tomonitor in time themotion of the phase transition
boundary between twowater ice phases, VII andVI, coexisting at a pressure of 2.15 GPawhen
compressed in a diamond anvil cell at room temperature. By analyzing the time-domain Brillouin
scattering signals accumulated for a single incidence direction of probe laser pulses, it is possible to
access ratios of sound velocity values and of the refractive indices of the involved phases, and to
distinguish between the structural phase transition and a recrystallization process. Two-dimensional
spatial imaging of the phase transition dynamics indicates that it is initiated by the pump and probe
laser pulses, preferentially at the diamond/ice interface. Thismethod should find applications in
three-dimensionalmonitoringwith nanometer spatial resolution of the temporal dynamics of
low-contrastmaterial inhomogeneities caused by phase transitions or chemical reactions in optically
transparentmedia.

The visualization andcharacterizationof inhomogeneities in optically transparent layers and thinmicroscopic
samples, aswell as of their evolutiondue to external actions, is a challengewhen theoptical and/or elastic properties of
the inhomogeneities areof lowcontrast.An example couldbe a samplewhere apolymorphic phase transition takes
place andbothphases coexist at the chosen conditions.Herewe applied, for thefirst time, picosecondacoustic
interferometry (PAI) [1, 2] to examine a sample containing lowcontrast inhomogeneities appearinguponahigh-
pressurephase transitionwhenbothphases are still present but their amount anddistribution are continuously
changingdue to the actionof thepulsed laser radiation. PAI is anoptical techniquewhere theultrashort pump laser
pulses are used to launch coherent acoustic pulses,withdurations of picoseconds and lengths innanometers, in an
optically transparent sample,while the time-delayedultrashort probepulses areused todetect theBrillouin scattering
(BS) [3] from thesemoving spatially localizedperturbations of optical properties of the samplematerial (figure1(a)).
As a functionof the timedelaybetween theprobe andpump laser pulses, the contributionof theBS to thedetected
signal of optical transient reflectivity has the formof a sinusoid. In the case of probe light incidence along the
propagationdirectionof the acoustic pulse, the frequencyof this sinusoid is equal to the frequency shiftmeasured in
classicBS from incoherent thermal phonons inbackscattering configuration [3], but the signal amplitude in this case
ismuch larger than in classicBS.TheBrillouin frequency value, f, is proportional to theproduct between thematerial
soundvelocity, ,u and thematerial refractive index, n, dividedby thewavelength, ,probel of theprobe light:
f n2 probeu l= [1–3]. Perfect reflectionof the acoustic pulses from themechanically free or rigid surfaces is
accompanied, in general, only by an abrupt phase shift of the sinusoid [4–6]. The timeatwhich the acoustic pulse
arrives at the interface canbe identified through theobservationof thephase and/or amplitude changes of the initial
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sinusoid and/or through the appearanceof an additional sinusoidal contribution to the transient reflectivity at a
differentBrillouin frequency [7–15]. ThePAI is useful for the acoustic pulse time-of-flightmeasurements [9, 14] and
is commonly applied toderive velocities of the acousticwaves and thicknesses of thinfilms. The experiments
conducted at several different angles of incidence of theprobe light provide theopportunity todetermine the
refractive indexof thematerial and the soundvelocity separately [16, 17]. It isworthnoting that in the earlier reported
experiments in layered structures composedof homogenousmaterials, thePAI is usually applied to the analysis of a
single transparent layer ona substrate and the arrival times of the acoustic pulses at the surfaces/interfaces are clearly

Figure 1. (a)Magnified cross sectional side view of theDAC cell. The PAI experiments revealed the coexistence in the sample of two
phases, ice VI (light blue/green) and iceVII (orange). The opto-acoustic generator inside the sample chamber has the diameter
∼110 μmand is wedge-shaped at the bottom side. It touches the lower diamond anvil at its right end. The setupwas used in two
configurations, either with blue pump and red probe laser beams or vice versa. In thefigures presented in this paper, one can
distinguish between these two configurations by the difference in the detected Brillouin frequencies, which are approximately twice as
low in the first configuration as in the second one. (b)Background free Brillouin oscillations observed at different positions of the
sample. The thick black inclined lines roughly indicate thefirst and second reflection times, respectively, of the acoustic pulse at the
H2O/diamond interface. The dotted black inclined line indicates the time at which the sound pulse returns to theH2O/iron interface
after the first reflection from theH2O/diamond interface. In the inset, the white spaces near each of the interface lines are from the
naive cut of the regions where the Brillouin frequency evaluation could be biased by the changes in the amplitude and phase of the
signal, which accompany the reflections.White background in the inset presents these intervals as well as the time intervals with low
signal-to-noise ratios. The frequencies were evaluated by Fourier transform inside theHannwindowof 71 ps at FWHMduration,
exceeding the longest period of the revealed Brillouin oscillations,movingwith steps of 2.6 ps. (c) Selected zoomedBrillouin signals
between 0 and 15 μm. Lack of Brillouin oscillations up to 0.025 ns delay between the probe and pump laser pulses is due to their
deletion in order to avoid a biased determination of the Brillouin frequency by incomplete elimination of an electronic/thermal peak
in the raw signal.
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observedbecause of the abrupt and significantmodificationof oneor several signal parameters (phase, amplitude,
frequency) [9, 10, 12, 14, 15].However, themeasurements of the acoustic attenuationby thePAI through the
evaluationof the amplitudedecayof thedetected sinusoid [15, 18, 19] clearly indicated that it is possible todetect
continuousweakvariationsof the signalwhich canbeof various physical origins.Thiswas confirmedby the
applicationof thePAI to thedepth-profiling and later to two- and three-dimensional imagingof inhomogeneous
porousmaterials [6, 17], ion-implanted semiconductors [20], polycrystalline textured aggregates [14, 21] andof
biological/animal cells [22, 23].Note that depth-profilingbyPAIofnanoporousfilm [6] andof the ion-implanted
subsurface regionof abulk semiconductor sample [20]were realizedwith 40 nmand30 nm in-depth spatial
resolution, respectively.Quite recently theuse of thePAI for the evaluationof otherphysical processes influencing the
propagationof coherent acoustic pulses, such as acoustic nonlinearity [24, 25] and acoustic focusing [26], has started.
In thepresentworkwe applyPAI for themonitoringof thephoto-inducedmotionof an abrupt phase transition
interface between two thin layers composedof twohigh-pressure phases ofwater ice exhibiting very similar acoustical
andoptical properties. The lowcontrast interface, characterizedby the relative variations of theBrillouin frequency,

f f 0.01,D µ soundvelocity, 0.04,u uD µ optical refractive index, n n 0.01,D µ and acoustic impedance,
Z Z 0.1,D µ is the interface between the coexistingphasesVII andVIofwater ice at 2.15 GPapressure in the region

of thephase equilibrium,whichhasbeen reported to takeplace at 2.1–2.2 GPa at roomtemperature [27–31]. The
PAI, appliedonly at normal incidence of theprobe light on the sample surface, provides the opportunity to evaluate
the velocity of the inter-phaseboundarymotion, the relative acoustic andoptical parameters of thephases, to identify
their nature and to speculate on thephysicalmechanisms initiating thephase transformation.

Experimental

The experiments were conductedwithwater ice formed upon compression of liquidwater in a diamond anvil
cell (DAC), schematically presented infigure 1(a). To launch acoustic pulses into ice, an iron prismwas used as
an opto-acoustic thermo-elastic transducer. The existence of a thin layer of ice between the iron transducer and
one of the anvils, with laterally varying thickness as depicted infigure 1(a), was revealed by the conducted PAI
experiments.

The experiment is basedona conventional pumpandprobe setupwith aTi:sapphire laser, thedetails ofwhich can
be foundelsewhere [14]. The setupwasused in twoconfigurations, eitherwith abluepumpand redprobe laser beams
or vice versa. In thefigurespresented in this paper, one candistinguishbetween these twoconfigurationsby the
difference in thedetectedBrillouin frequencies,which are approximately twice as low in thefirst configuration as in the
secondone. Inboth configurations the focusingof light beamson the iron surfacewas the same: the focusedblue light
was elliptical in shapewith axesof 2.5μm (perpendicular to the scanningdirection) and1.1μm,while the focused red
lightwas circular in shapewith a2.5μmradius, all at 1/e2 in intensity. Infigure 1(b) theBrillouin signals detected in the
first configurationduring the lateral scanalongoneof the anvil surfaces arepresented.Thedetectable picosecond
acoustic pulseswere launchedonly fromthe iron/ice interface.This is confirmedby the absenceof anydetectablePAI
signals in the caseof thepumpandprobe lights incident in the gapbetween thegenerator and the gasketwhereonly
water ice is present.Thefirst arrival of the acoustic pulse on the ice/diamond interface is accompaniedbya change in
the amplitude and thephaseof theBrillouin signal,which is clearly visible for the lateral positionsbetween4μmand
14μmin the zoomed signals presented infigure1(c). For thepositionsbetween15μmand50μm,a shorteningof the
acoustic propagation timeacross the ice layer canbenoticed infigure1(b),without zooming. In the inset offigure1(b)
wepresent the variationsof thedetectedBrillouin frequency as a functionof thedelay timeof theprobepulse relative to
thepumppulse andof the lateral position.All frequencies obtained in thesemeasurements are groupedaround the two
distinct values of 18 GHz (blue/green regions) and23GHz (orange regions), indicating thepresenceof regions
exhibitingdifferent acousto-optic behavior.The inset clearly revealsmultiple reflectionsof the acoustic pulse at the
interfaces of icewithdiamondor iron.The inclinationof the low frequency andhigh frequency regions is an indication
of adecrease in the ice layer thickness, estimated tobe∼3μmat the left edgeof the generator andzero at theposition
around85μm.Thedominanceof twogroupsof different frequencies (colors) in the inset clearly demonstrates the
presenceof twodifferentwater ice ‘types’ in the sample. Earlier studies on single crystal ices byotherBS techniques
demonstrated that these couldbe either iceVI and iceVII, or just iceVI regionswith twodifferent orientationsof
crystallographic axes of grainsor groupsof grains relative to thedirectionof the acoustic pulsepropagation [27–30].
Thus, thePAI revealed lateral spatial inhomogeneity of thebulkof compressedwater ice.Anothermanifestationof the
lateral spatial inhomogeneity of the sample infigure 1(b) is the clear changes in themagnitudeof the acoustic pulse
reflectivity at the ice/diamond interface,whichvaries from∼0.8, close to the theoretically expectedvalue for an ideal
interface (lateral positionof 10μm), to values close to zero (positionsof 18μmand41μm, for example). Thus, thePAI
technique revealed a strong lateral acoustic inhomogeneity of the ice/diamond interface aswell.

In the other series of our experiments, it was found that increasing the duration of the sample exposure to
pump and probe laser beams causes the transformation of one type of the ice into another. Infigure 2(a)we
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present results of the Brillouin frequency evolution as a function of the delay between the pump and probe laser
pulses (horizontal axis) and the exposure duration (vertical axis), wherewe have used the equal beampowers of
7 mW.The signals were accumulated for 46 h (∼5 signals perminute) and analyzed at every 10 min (by
averaging 100 accumulations)with an overlap of 50 accumulations to the adjacent time steps. The laser action
initiates after∼21.3 h a transformation of one ice type (with higher Brillouin frequencies) into another (with
lower Brillouin frequencies) starting from the ice/diamond interface.

Infigure 2(b), we present the results of the experiment, where the pump and probe beamswere interchanged
while their powers were kept constant and equal to those in the previous experiment, namely 7 mW.The
transformation front velocity decreases bymore than half, from67 nm h−1 (19 pm s−1) at around 0.31 ns
(vertical axis∼13 h) to 29 nm h−1 (8 pm s−1) at around 0.21 ns (vertical axis∼29 h). Thus, both experiments
reveal the deceleration of the front as it goes away from the anvil, indicating that the ice transformation process is
due to the direct light interactionwith the diamond andnot with thewater ice. For exactly the same pump and
probe powers the transformation of ice starts in the second experimental configurationmore than 10 h earlier,
manifesting strong lateral inhomogeneity of the diamond/ice interface, this time not for sound reflection but for
a possible heat and/or charge carriers transfer across it. The beginning of the ice transformation and the initial
growth of the transformed ice layer thicknessmanifest themselves also by significantmodifications in the shape
of the PAI signal around the acoustic pulse reflection from the ice/diamond interface,∼0.4 ns, between 21 and
23 h in thefirst experimental configuration (figure 2(c)) and between 5 and 15 h in the second one (figure 2(d)).

In an attempt to understand the physical nature of the observed laser-induced transformation, we analyzed
more precisely the signals presented infigure 2(b) in the limited time interval of the experiment where the front
propagation velocity is nearly constant, as indicated by the straight black line infigure 3(a).

Figure 2. (a), (b)Brillouin frequency evolutionwith increasing time of sample exposure to laser radiation (vertical axis) plotted as a
function of delay time of the probe beamwith respect to pump. Thewhite dots drawn vertically at the center of each image are guides
for the eyes to identify the first reflection time of the acoustic pulse from the ice/diamond interface. (c), (d)Background free Brillouin
oscillations observed at different experimental times, as indicated near the bottom right hand side of each oscillation. (a) Initiation of
the ice transformationwith red probe and blue pumpwith 7 mW laser power for each. After the start of the transformation, powers of
the pump and probe beamswere changed to 10 mWand 10 mW, then to 5 mWand 10 mWand, finally, to 10 mWand 5 mWat
around 21.6 h, 25 h and 28.5 h, respectively, revealing the absence of any significant dependence of the transformation front
propagation velocity on thewavelengths of the pump and probe beams at this particular lateral position. The inset shows the
magnified view of the region at the beginning of the phase transition. (b) Initiation andmonitoring of the ice transformationwith blue
probe and red pump,with 7 mW laser power each for the entire experimental time in different lateral positions. Thewhite areas in (b)
indicate the temporal shutdownof the data-storing computer but not of the laser action. The beginning of the ice transformation and
the initial growth of the transformed ice layer thicknessmanifest themselves also by significantmodifications in the shape of the PAI
signal around the acoustic pulse reflection from the ice/diamond interface,∼0.4 ns, between 21 and 23 h in thefirst experimental
configuration (c) and between 5 and 15 h in the second one (d).
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This particular interval of time has an additional advantage, namely that the transition front is located nearly
in themiddle of the ice layer, thus providing the opportunity to process Brillouin signals of comparable length
for both types of ice. This permitted us tofind out accurately the differences between the parameters of the two
regions. In thefirst step, the Brillouin frequencies, f i1 and f ,i2 are determined by processing selected parts of the
Brillouin oscillation, with high signal-to-noise ratio and not biased by the interfaces, detected at a particular ith
hour of the experiment before and after the transition front, respectively. The subscripts 1 and 2 are used to label
the initial and the final phases of ice, respectively. The background free Brillouin oscillations, separately
extracted for each of the parts, arefitted in the time domain by the least squareminimizationmethod to a
sinusoidal function, keeping frequency, amplitude and phase as free fitting variables. This signal processing gave
values of f i1 and f i2 with a typical uncertainty of 0.08 GHz. The bestfitted signals are then extended to the
complete observation time interval corresponding to acoustic pulse propagation across the two types of ice.
While looking at thesefits, overlapping in time, the region of transition front, as revealed by themoving
windowed Fourier analysis (indicated by a black line infigure 3(a)), manifests itself as the time interval being best
fitted in phase and amplitude by the two sinusoids simultaneously. This transition region fromone oscillation
frequency to another lasts one oscillation periodT. The results of this visual inspection are confirmed by the
evaluation of the residues of thefits, whichwereminimized exactly in the same region of temporal lengthT. So
the position of phase transformation boundary was chosen to be in themiddle of this time interval andwith
±(T/2) uncertainty. Awhite line infigure 3(a) shows the time instants when the acoustic pulse reaches the ice/
diamond interface. The evaluation of these instants was similar to the one from themethod described above: the
f i2 frequencies, determined previously, are used tofit the amplitudes and phase shifts of the sinusoids
corresponding both to the incident and the reflected acoustic pulses. Then, the amplitude of the second sinusoid
ismade equal to that of thefirst one and the reflectionmoment is determined as the timewhere an abrupt
mirror-symmetric change from the first sinusoid to the second one is observed (see figures 3(b) and (c)). The
precision of the two delay times determination t ti ifront, 1,º (figure 3(a), white circles) and t treflection,i 2,iº
(figure 3(a), white squares) is±10 ps and±0.4 ps, respectively. The uncertainties come from the half period of
the Brillouin oscillation and the half temporal distance between two consecutive points in any chosen signal.
These introduced characteristic times, t i1, andt ,i2, are related to the sound velocities, 1u and ,2u in the two types
of ice and to the total thickness of the ice layer, H , as t t t H.i i i1 1, 2 2, 1,u u+ - =( ) Because even iron is nearly an
order ofmagnitudemore rigid thanwater ice at 2.15 GPa, the dependence of the total thickness of the ice layer
on the degree of ice transformation is negligible, which allows us to cancel out the right hand side part of the
abovementioned relation by differentiating it over the exposure time, t.This opens theway for us to determine
the ratio of the sound velocities from the ratio of the inclinations of the black andwhite straight lines in
figure 3(a), t t t t1 d d d d .i i1 2 2, 1,u u = - á ñ á ñ Note that t td di1,2á ñwere obtained by the best linearfit of all
earlier evaluated times, t ,i1,2 respectively, using least squaresminimization. As a result, the ratio of the velocities
was determined very precisely, 1.1050 0.0002.1 2u u = / The value found for 1 2u u/ cannot discriminate
between a phase transformation of the ice VII into ice VI and a possible recrystallization of any of these water ice

Figure 3. Illustration of themethod applied for the PAI signals processing in order to precisely evaluate the relative physical
parameters of the two types of ice separated bymoving transformation boundary. (a) Linearfits to the evolutionwith the experiment
duration of the time instants of coherent acoustic pulse arrivals at the interface between the two ices (black line) and at the interface of
ice and diamond (white line). (b)Determination of the pulse arrival time at the ice/diamond interface from the intersection of the
Brillouin oscillations, corresponding to the incident acoustic pulse, and a scaled one, corresponding to the reflected acoustic pulse.
(c)Zoomed fits revealing increase, linear in exposure duration, of the pulse propagation time across the ice layer, caused by the photo-
induced phase transition.
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phases. This is primarily due to the ranges of the sound velocity variations related to the elastic anisotropy in ice
VI (5100 m s−1

–5500 m s−1) and in ice VII (4900 m s−1
–5900 m s−1) and, secondly, because of an overlap of

these ranges [27–30]. To determine the nature of the transformation definitely, we additionally analyzed the
Brillouin frequencies of both ice types found through the averaging of the accumulated values, as described
earlier, at different durations of the experiment, f f .i1,2 1,2= á ñ This permitted a precise determination of the

frequency ratio, f f 1.164 0.006.1 2 = / As the ratio of the Brillouin frequencies is related to the ratios of sound
velocities and refractive indexes, wewere finally able to determine the latter, n n f f1 2 1 2 1 2u u= =( ) ( )/ / / /
1.053 0.005. This result definitely excludes a recrystallization process, because cubic ice VII is optically
isotropic and the optical anisotropy of the tetragonal ice VI is insufficiently strong [30, 32] to be responsible for
such a change in the refractive index. The experimental results in reference [30] implied that the two indices of
refraction, ni and no, of ice VI are very similar, resulting in an almost spherical indicatrix, thus confirming the
earlier observation [32] that the difference between ni and no is less than 1%. Accordingly, we conclude that the
evaluated laser-induced process is the structural phase transformation of ice VII into ice VI, which is known to
be accompanied by a reduction in the optical refractive index [27, 29].We also arrived at the same conclusion
through another processing of the Brillouin signals (see supplementarymaterial available at stacks.iop.org/
NJP/19/053026/mmedia).

The presence of both phases of ice in our sample, i.e. ice VII and ice VI, was also confirmed by theRaman
scatteringmeasurements (see supplementarymaterial). The Ramanmeasurements indicated the presence of
both thesewater ice phases on the periphery between the generator and the gasket, where a PAI signal cannot be
generated, and the presence of ice VII in the left hand thicker part of the gap between the iron and the lower anvil
(figure 1(a)). However, our Ramanmeasurements were too uncertain/noisy in the right hand narrower part of
this gap, approaching a thickness of less than 1 μm, and thus precluded a definite identification of ice VI there.
This identification, as well as revealing the presence of relatively small quantities of ice VII near the surface of the
upper anvil, as it is qualitatively indicated infigure 1(a), was accomplished by the PAI.

Discussion

Inmultiple PAI experiments conducted on different positions of the acousto-optic generator we observed that
the pulsed laser radiation initiated the transformation of ice VII into ice VI, but not vice versa, revealing that
these ice phases co-exist in the pressure domain of the thermodynamic stability of ice VI. In fact, this was
impossible to confirm through pressuremeasurements, because the pressure was determined, with the best
possible precision that could be reached by the Rubyfluorescence scale, to be P 2.15 0.05=  GPa, which is
within the variation of the reported phase transition pressures at room temperature [27–31]. Also, variations in
the pressure distribution in the samplewere found to be negligible (see supplementarymaterial). In favor of our
conclusion, i.e., ice VII ismetastable under our experimental conditions, are also our observations that wewere
never able to detect retransformation of ice VI, obtained through the laser-induced transformation of ice VII,
into the initial ice VII phase state, even after several days of waiting and probing the ices using the PAI. An
example of such PAImeasurements, whichwere additionally accompanied by lateral scanning of the co-focused
pump and probe beams in one of the directions along the generator surface to obtain two-dimensional images
[14, 21] (see the supplementarymaterial), also confirms that the structural transformation of ice is confined
laterally only in the region of the laser light focusing.

Themost puzzling result of our analysis of the laser-induced phase transitions seems to be the fact that, in a
dominant number of experiments conducted at different lateral positions of the layer initially occupied only by
iceVII (figure 1(a)), the ice transformationwas observed to start and extend only from the ice/diamond
interface (see, for example, figures 2 and 3). The results of a single experiment, where the phase transformation
started at both interfaces, are presented infigure 4(a). In another single experiment, several hours of the laser
beam action formed near the iron surface a region characterized by a Brillouin frequency lower than those
expected in ice VI (figure 4(b)). This region presumably containedwater, which could occur at such pressure for
a local temperature above∼340 K [31]. Currently, we can just propose the hypothesis that these exceptional
observations are related to the possible oxidation of the iron opto-acoustic generator, caused in some lateral
positions bymultiple hours of exposure to laser radiation. This hypothesis correlates with our observations of a
greatly increased level of photoluminescence in some lateral positions of the sample (see supplementary
material).

Thus the puzzle is related to the observation that, inmost of the experiments, therewere no detectable ice
phase transformations significantly spreading only from the iron/ice interface, whichwas estimated to bemuch
more strongly heated by the laser beam action in comparisonwith the diamond/ice interface. However, the
estimated stationary and transient temperature rises, even at the ice/iron interface, do not exceed 3 °Cand are
smaller than themeasured temperature variations in the experimental room,where the temperature was not
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controlled. These observations and estimates indicate that the phase transformation inmost of the cases is not
driven by laser-induced heating of the thermal phonons and the energy transportation by them.Note that the
energy of a thermal phonon at room temperature is only 0.026 eV.

The energy transporting carriers, which can bemuchmore energetic than thermal phonons and thus could
potentially drive the observed phase transition, are nonequilibrium electrons generated by the absorption of
pump and probe laser pulses in diamond and iron. For a qualitative explanation of our experimental
observations, it is important to note that the electrons, photo-generated in the conduction band of diamond, are
expected to bemuchmore efficient in penetrating into ice than the nonequilibrium electrons photo-excited
from the Fermi level of iron. This is because the electrons in the conduction band (CB) of diamond are closer to
theCBof ice than the electrons photo-excited in iron from its Fermi level by the blue laser quanta,≅3.1 eV, in
our experiments. Note that the CB of ice is at∼−0.1 eV relative to the vacuum level [33]. The position of the
diamondCB relative to vacuum level depends on the surface electron affinity of diamond and could vary
depending on surface termination from∼+1 eV for hydrogenated to∼−1 eV for oxygenated surfaces [34, 35],
while thework function of iron is≈4.7–4.8 eV.Moreover, our photoluminescence examination of the diamond
anvils (see supplementary information) revealed spectral lines at 1.58 eV and 1.54 eV inside the broad
photoluminescence peak of 0.3 eV at FWHMand centered at the first of these lines. The emission in this spectral

Figure 4.Brillouin oscillation frequencies plotted as a function of the experiment duration and the delay time of the probe beamwith
respect to the pump.Dotted curves, starting at themiddle position of the horizontal axes (∼0.33 ns in plot (a) and∼0.45 ns in plot (b))
are just guides to the eyes indicating the time of the acoustic pulse reflection fromdiamond. Amoving (with a 2.6 ps step)Hann
windowof 50 ps at FWHMwas used for the Fourier analysis. (a) In contrast to all other results, the Brillouin signals were averaged over
varying intervals of the experimental time, ranging from20 min to 2 h (as one can see by the differences in vertical lengths of
homogeneous regions) to compensate the changes in signal-to-noise ratio caused by the use of different laser powers (6 mWto
60 mWtotal power, irregularly) at different time intervals. (b)Brillouin oscillations used for the instantaneous frequencies extraction
were collectedwith 14 mWconstant laser powers and at a rate offive accumulations perminute, continuously over 25 h. The signals
were averaged each 10 minwith 100 accumulations in each average, while giving an overlap of 50 accumulations to the adjacent time
steps. The blue frequency region between the vertical time intervals of∼7 and∼12 h, and up to∼0.2 ns on the delay time axis, are
suspected to be due to a possible presence of liquidwater as it follows from a comparison of their estimated acoustic velocity values
with those reported in the literature. This lowering of the sound velocity pushed the acoustic pulse arrival time at the diamond/ice
interface to increase and induced its abrupt shifts bymoving the echo position in the image.
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region from the diamonds of IA type, used for the anvils in our experimental cell, is known to be due to the
presence of bulk donor nitrogen defect levels and surface defect levels, reported at 1.5–2.0 eV below theCBof
diamond [36–40]. Thus, the red, 1.55 eV, light quanta in our experiments can potentially excite electrons only
close to theCBminimumof diamond.When they are photo-excited from the bulk defect levels of diamond their
penetration into ice could require tunneling through the potential barrier of about∼1 eVheight, which could
exist in the case of positive electron affinity of the diamond surface [34, 35]. In contrast to the red light quanta,
the blue light quanta of 3.1 eV can generate, from the lowest bulk and surface defect energy levels, electronswith
energies above this potential barrier. Thus, they could penetrate ice in a ballistic regime, carrying the excess
energy>1.5 eV relative to the conduction band of ice. Consequently, we hypothesize that in our experiments the
photo-induced initiation of ice transformation dominantly takes place at the ice/diamond interface due to the
exceptional electronic structure of diamond, of which theCB is relatively close to that of ice and, as a result, its
donor defect levels are closer to theCBof ice than the Fermi level of iron. The diamond electronic structure is
known to facilitate the photo-emission of electrons into othermedia also [34, 37]. The photo-emission of
electrons fromdiamond is especially effective in the case of hydrogenated surfaces of diamond exhibiting
negative electron affinity [34, 37].

It is worth noting that both phase transitions and chemical reactions, driven by the charge carriers emitted
fromdiamond, have been reported earlier [34, 41]. In [41] it was demonstrated that even photo-electronswith
energies below theCBof ice can penetrate it, by tunneling to the defect states in its forbidden energy gap, and can
induce the transformation of themetastable amorphous phase into a stable crystalline phase. Other experiments
[34] revealed that, illuminatedwith optical quanta exceeding the diamond energy gap, 5.5 eV, hydrogen-
terminated diamond yields easy electron emission intowater, thus inducing the reduction ofN2 toNH3 at
ambient temperature and pressure. The same chemical/photocatalytic process was observed, althoughwith
much lower efficiency, even at an oxygen-terminated diamond surface exhibiting positive electron affinity.
These observations support our hypothesis that the transformation of ice VII into ice VI near the ice/diamond
interface could be induced by the photo-emission of electrons fromdiamond.However, the totality of our
experimental observations, which has been only partially discussed above, indicates strong quantitative
dependence of the observed phenomena on the lateral position of the experiments through the lateral variation
of the diamond/ice interface ‘resistance’ to the transport of phonons and charge carriers. This has prevented us
frommaking any quantitative estimate in order to relate the experimentallymeasured phase transformation
velocities to the concentrations of photo-generated charge carriers in diamond. Future experiments that could
potentially provide quantitative data for such estimates should be conductedwith preliminarily characterized,
or, perhaps, even specially prepared by hydrogenation, surfaces of diamond anvils.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have reported experimental observations confirming the ability of the PAI technique to follow
in time (with nanometers in-depth resolution andwithmicrometers lateral resolution) thematerial
transformation characterized by low optical and acoustical contrasts between its two phases. Such application of
PAI for the temporalmonitoring of a phase transition has been reported only once [15]. Namely, a displacement
rate of the interface between ice Ic andwater vapor at a temperature of 110 K and ambient pressure was
characterized in a single lateral position of the growing homogeneous ice layer. A strong acoustical contrast
between the two phases of water in the experiments reported in [15] provided the opportunity to detect acoustic
echoes reflected at their interface, whichwas impossible in the experiments reported here. The optical contrast
between the twowater phases in [15]was also significantly higher than in our experiments. Still, we have been
able to determine the interface position and its displacement rate as a function of time, the ratios of the refractive
indexes and the sound velocities of the ice phases.We also revealed the physical nature of the observed ice
transformation by applying the PAI at a single direction of probe incidence. In addition, we have demonstrated
the ability of the PAI to image spatial inhomogeneity of the physical parameters of the interfaces. Our
experiments indicate the applicability of PAI to the 3D imaging of transient phase transformations in optically
transparentmedia, in general, and those that could be laser-induced at high pressures in diamond anvil cells, in
particular.
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